In mammals, DNA methylation profiles vary substantially between tissues. Recent genome-scale studies report that blood displays a highly distinctive methylomic profile from other somatic tissues. In this study, we sought to understand why blood DNA methylation state is so different to the one found in other tissues. We found that whole blood contains approximately twice as many tissue-specific differentially methylated positions (tDMPs) than any other somatic tissue examined. Furthermore, a large subset of blood tDMPs showed much lower levels of methylation than tDMPs for other tissues. Surprisingly, these regions of low methylation in blood show no difference regarding genomic location, genomic content, evolutionary rates, or histone marks when compared to other tDMPs. Our results reveal why blood displays a distinctive methylation profile relative to other somatic tissues. In the future, it will be important to study how these blood specific tDMPs are mechanistically involved in blood-specific functions.
Introduction
DNA methylation, the addition of a methyl group to a cytosine, is one of the most widely studied epigenetic modifications. It plays an important role in transcriptional regulation, genomic imprinting, and X-inactivation, 1 and is perturbed in complex diseases such as cancer 2 as well as during aging. 3 It is well known that DNA methylation profiles are tissue specific [4] [5] [6] but, recently, we reported 7 that the global methylation pattern of blood cells, as measured by the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 array (Illumina 450K), was significantly different to that of a large number of other tissues (using unsupervised hierarchical clustering of 1,052 healthy samples). Varley et al. 8 also reported a similar observation using reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS), in which blood is separated from primary cell lines and tissues, but, not surprisingly, they found that the DNA methylation state in blood is more similar to these samples than cancer cell lines. It is therefore of great interest to understand why the methylation state of blood is so different to that of other tissues.
To investigate this distinct clustering of blood compared to other tissues, we extracted a set of samples for a variety of different tissues from Marmal-aid, 9 a large publicly available database of Illumina 450K experiments. We found that blood cells contained twice as many tissue specific differentially methylated positions (tDMPs) and a large number of these regions showed low DNA methylation in blood. In comparison, tDMPs for other tissues were mostly located in regions of fractional methylation, a b value of 0.3-0.7, for the respective tissue. Interestingly, these lowly methylated regions in blood show no difference in genome location, sequence content, evolutionary rates, or histone marks, suggesting that the methylation state alone may play an important functional role in blood.
Results

Blood shows distinct patterns of methylation at tissue differentially methylated positions (tDMPs)
In order to investigate the differences in methylation between blood and all other tissues it was necessary to obtain a robust set of samples for a number of different tissues. At present, while whole genome bisulfite sequencing is the gold standard, there is a very limited number of samples available. In addition, for samples that are available, the data is of very low coverage. In contrast, a large number of studies have been performed using the Illumina 450K array, which has good coverage. Therefore, we extracted Illumina 450K arrays from Marmal-aid, 9 a database of publicly available Illumina 450K arrays, for tissues that contained a minimum of 50 healthy samples, including whole blood, breast, colon, kidney, liver, lung, prostate, and thyroid. Due to the public nature of the data, it was necessary to perform an initial quality control step to remove samples that were outliers (Materials and Methods). We then randomly selected 50 samples for each of the tissues, and all further analysis was performed on these samples (Supplementary File 1). We then called tDMPs for each tissue between the tissue of interest and all the other tissues (Materials and Methods). We found that for each set of tDMPs, a large number of probes (25,035-171,070) were significantly differently methylated (P-value < 2 £ 10 ¡8 ) ( Table 1) . Interestingly, blood tDMPs showed more than twice as many significant differences as those found in any of the other tissues, excluding colon, for which blood showed 1.78 times as many significant differences. A greater than 1.7-fold increase in the number of tDMPs was also maintained, even when filtering for those methylation differences >0.2-fold in absolute b value. Furthermore, there was a >6-fold increase of blood tDMPs that had methylation differences >0.5-fold compared to all other tissues (blood: 2624, thyroid: 413, prostate: 231, kidney: 148, liver: 103, colon: 66, breast: 9, and lung: 0). This is particularly striking when looking at the top 1000 tDMPs as ranked by P-value, in which blood tDMPs show a bimodality of methylation with one peak at b value ffi 0.1 and the second peak at around 0.4. All the other tissues contain a single peak located at intermediate levels of methylation (b value D 0.3-0.7) (Fig. 1) . This low methylation peak in blood explains why it separates out from the other tissues when performing hierarchical clustering. To investigate this peak further we selected the top 100 tDMPs from blood with average methylation of b value <0.2 [unmethylated-tDMP (u-tDMP)], top 100 tDMPs from blood with average methylation value b value >0.3 [fractionally methylated tDMP (ftDMP)] and the top 100 f-tDMPs from liver, kidney, and lung, also with b value >0.3.
Cellular heterogeneity does not explain the differences in tDMPs
Whole blood consists of a number of distinct cell types including neutrophils (»60%), CD4C (»13%), CD8C (»6%), CD14C (»5%), eosinophils (»4%), CD19C (»3%), and CD56C (»2%). To investigate the effect of this cellular heterogeneity on the tDMPs we looked at the top 100 whole blood u-tDMPs and f-tDMPs in a series of blood subtypes (GSE35069). 10 The whole blood u-tDMPs show a consistent unmethylated state in all of the different blood subtypes, while a large proportion of whole blood f-tDMPs are actually unmethylated, specifically in granulocytes (42%), neutrophils (32%), and eosinophils (28%), and, hence, the f-tDMPs found in whole blood are due to the mixture of cell types present ( Fig. 2A) . This suggests that the f-tDMPs in liver, kidney, and lung may also be due to cell subtypes of the specific tissue. To explore this further we downloaded Illumina 450K data for different kidney cell lines from ENCODE 11 [renal proximal tubule epithelial cells (RPTEC), human renal epithelial cells (HRE) and human renal cortical epithelial cells (HRCEpiC)]. While a small number of the probes (RPTEC: 18%, HRE: 4%, HRCEpiC: 17%) are utDMPs in the appropriate cell line, the majority are maintained as f-tDMPs (RPTEC: 62%, HRE: 80%, HRCEpiC: 58%) (Fig. 2B) . Additionally, we also downloaded hepatocyte data from ENCODE 11 and found a small number of the liver ftDMPs are u-tDMPs in hepatocytes (17%), but the majority were still f-tDMPs (47%) (Fig. 2C) . While it is possible that the hepatocyte and kidney cell lines may themselves be a mixture of different cell types, it seems more likely that the tDMPs in these tissues are not fractionally methylated due to cellular heterogeneity.
To examine this further, we obtained RRBS data from ENCODE 11 for breast, hepatocyte, leukocyte, and liver samples (IDs in Supplementary File 2). By examining this sequencing data it is possible to get a measure of the methylation state on a per molecule basis by looking at the methylation state of the CpGs on individual reads. Unfortunately, we found that only 1 of the liver f-tDMPs was covered with enough coverage (minimum of 10 reads in each sample) (Fig. 2D) . Interestingly, in this single liver f-tDMP, the approximately 50% average methylation is maintained by bimodality of the methylation state of the reads, e.g., the average methylation across the CpGs for each read is either 100% or 0%. This implies that at the single cell level using this single f-tDMP (or region) it would not be possible to determine whether each individual cell was a liver cell or a blood cell.
Whole blood u-tDMPs do not show differences in genomic location or sequence
We next wondered whether these f-tDMPs in the other tissues showed any difference to that of the blood u-tDMPs in terms of Table 1 . Number of significant differences called between tissue of interest and all the other tissues. Second and third column show the number of those differences after being filtered for b value differences >0.2 and 0.5, respectively
Tissue
Number of significant differences Number of significant differences (>0.2) Number of significant differences (>0.5) Blood  171070  44940  2624  Breast  59707  12330  9  Colon  95869  21640  66  Kidney  76734  17482  148  Liver  81077  21643  103  Lung  25035  3210  0  Prostate  77328  26348  231  Thyroid  78500  24755  413 www.tandfonline.comtheir genomic location or sequence content. For further analysis it was necessary to define tissue specific differentially methylated regions (tDMRs) and this was done by combining the top tDMPs into regions for each of the 4 tissues to create a list of the top 100 tDMRs for u-tDMRs (blood) and f-tDMRs (blood, kidney, liver and lung) (Materials and Methods). We first investigated the location of these tDMRs in relation to annotated genes and found that blood u-tDMRs showed no significant enrichment or depletion for being near the transcriptional start site (TSS), within the gene body or in an intergenic region (P-value > 0.1 for all tests). Blood f-tDMRs did, however, show significant enrichment for being located within the gene body (1.7-fold enrichment; P-value < 0.001) as did kidney f-tDMRs (1.4-fold enrichment; P-value < 0.001) and lung f-tDMRs (1.5-fold enrichment; P-value < 0.001), while liver tDMRs showed enrichment for the TSS (1.3-fold enrichment; P-value D 0.01) (Fig. 3A) . We next investigated whether there was any underlying difference in the sequence of these regions but found little difference in either the CpG content or complexity of the sequence for the blood u-tDMRs when compared to the f-tDMRs ( Fig. 3B and  C) . To investigate this further we wondered whether the blood u-tDMRs showed any differences in evolutionary rates. We estimated these rates as the length of the tree branch from the human-chimp ancestor to the human using a normalization approach to correct for differences in local mutation rates (Materials and Methods). The normalization adds variance to the estimates of the branch length and, hence, it was necessary to remove some extreme outliers that obscure the bulk of the distribution. The mean rates for blood u-tDMRs, blood f-tDMRs, kidney f-tDMRs, liver f-tDMRs, and lung f-tDMRs were 1.04 § 0.11, 1.21 § 0.12, 0.98 § 0.1, 1.15 § 0.15, 1.06 § 0.12, respectively. The evolutionary rates in regions for blood utDMRs appeared to be no different than in the other regions (P D 0.7, 0.44, 0.16, and 0.9, respectively, for the comparisons of blood u-tDMRS vs. each other region; Welch's t-test) (Fig. 3D) .
tDMRs are associated with H3K4me1 and H3K4me3 marks but show lack of correlation with steady state gene expression
We extracted histone (H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K27ac, H3K36me3, and H3K9me3) read counts from the roadmap epigenomics project 12 for each of the 4 tissues. For each of the 5 sets of tDMRs, we calculated the read counts for the relevant tissue and subtracted these from the average read counts of the other 3 tissues for that region. We found, for H3K4me1, a highly significant enrichment for blood u-tDMRs (mean: 9.7; P-value D 1.2 £ 10 ¡15 t-test) and liver f-tDMRs (mean: 9.3; P-value <2.2 £ 10 ¡16 ; t-test for regions with methylation difference <0). For H3K4me3, we see highly significant enrichment for blood utDMRs (mean: 11.0; P-value D 6.3 x 10 ¡9 ), kidney f-tDMRs (mean: 5.9; P-value D 1.1 £ 10 ¡6 ), lung f-tDMRs (mean: 2.0; P-value D 3.9 £ 10 ¡10 ), and liver f-tDMRs (mean: 8.4; P-value D 1.9 £ 10 ¡12 ), but no significant enrichment or depletion for blood f-tDMRs. This is somewhat surprising as H3K4me3 is often associated with promoters and, yet, kidney ftDMRs and lung f-tDMRs are highly enriched for regions associated with gene bodies. It has been previously reported, however, that DNA methylation within intragenic regions regulated intragenic promoter activity and, that this occurs tissue-and cell typespecific manner. 13 Blood f-tDMRs do however show enrichment for H3K36me3 (mean: 4.6; P-value D 2.5 £ 10 ¡7 ). For H3K27ac, we see small but significant enrichment for blood utDMRs (mean: 5.0; P-value < 2.2 £ 10 ¡16 ), blood f-tDMRs (mean: 1.18; P-value D 2.0 £ 10 ¡7 ), kidney f-tDMRs (mean: 2.6; P-value D 1.8 £ 10 ¡8 ) and a large enrichment for liver ftDMRs (mean: 25; P-value < 2.2 £ 10 ¡16 ) (Fig. 4A) . To investigate this further we downloaded the chromHMM states from the UCSC genome browser. 14 We found for Gm12878 (a lymphoblastoid cell line) a strong association of the blood u-tDMRs with state 4 -strong enhancer (blood u-tDMRs: 44%, blood ftDMRs: 6%, kidney f-tDMRs: 3%; liver f-tDMRs: 2%; lung ftDMRs: 2%) (Fig. 4B) . Meanwhile, for Hepg2, a cell line derived from a male patient with liver carcinoma we found liver f-tDMRs to be similarly enriched at state 4 (blood u-tDMRs: 1%, blood f-tDMRs: 2%, kidney f-tDMRs: 2%, liver tDMRs: 28%; lung tDMRs: 3%) (Fig. 4C) . Due to the limited number of samples available with chromHMM states, these were the only 2 relevant cell lines for comparison with our results. Therefore, the combination of both the chromHMM and histone data shows that these tDMRs show similar tissue specificity in histone marks for these regions but there is no distinct difference in blood tDMRs to that of other tissues.
Finally, we extracted gene expression data from BioGPS [Human U133A/GNF1H Gene Atlas (GSE1133)] for each of the 4 different tissues. For each of the tDMRs we calculated the expression difference for the relevant tissue against the other 3 tissues for the gene nearest to the tDMR. For all tDMRs, we found very little correlation between the difference in methylation and a difference in expression. Some genes did seem to be more expressed when the tDMR was less methylated, but this was not true generally and there was a distinct lack of correlation (Fig. 4D) .
Discussion
Using Marmal-aid, a publicly available database of Illumina 450k arrays, it was possible to define tissue-specific differentially methylated probes that can be used to define various tissues. Interestingly, there was double the amount of probes that showed differential methylation in blood to that of other tissues used in this study. In particular, we found that, for blood, the probes were unmethylated (or u-tDMPs), while for all the other tissues the probes were fractionally methylated in the specific tissue (or f-tDMP). Using three kidney cell lines and a hepatocyte sample we were able to show that the fractional methylated positions were unlikely to be caused by cellular heterogeneity. Why do blood tDMPs in particular have such relatively low levels of methylation, and what is the functional consequence of this? Although standard bisulfite conversion methods cannot distinguish between methylated and hydroxymethylated cytosines, the latter is present at very low levels in blood and most somatic tissues (not including brain) 15 and, hence, hydroxymethylation cannot account for this. We were unable to find specific differences in genomic location, sequence content, sequence conservation, or histone marks, in comparison to tDMPs for other tissues. Therefore, could it be that the cytosine methylation state per se, as opposed to these other molecular correlates, plays an important role at these tDMPs? In future studies, it could be interesting to investigate whether the dynamic interplay between TET and DNMT enzymes 16 is different in blood compared with other tissues. With regards to how the preponderance of utDMPs in blood is involved in blood-specific functions, we can only speculate. First, blood is not a solid tissue. Secondly, blood subsets are critical components of the immune system that has to react to invading pathogens with varying degrees of response time. The potential role of blood u-tDMPs in either of these blood-specific properties is a key avenue of research for the future.
Methods
Extracting data and calling tDMPs Normalized samples were extracted from Marmal-aid 9 for tissues that contained a minimum of 50 samples. An initial call of tissue specific methylation differences was made using dmpFinder function in minfi. 17 This was performed for each tissue by defining 2 categories: the tissue of interest was assigned to Group 1, while the remaining tissues were assigned as Group 2. The top 2 probes for each of the tissue specific calls were used to visually inspect the data and any samples that were found to be closer to the mean of Group 2 than of Group 1 were removed. The remaining samples were then used to produce the final calls. For each tissue, we randomly selected 50 samples and, following a similar procedure to above, we called differences using dmpFinder. The IDs of the samples used in the experiment can be found in Supplementary file 1. The calls for each of the tissues for all probes can be found at http://webspace.qmul.ac.uk/rlowe/ tdmps/.
RRBS analysis
Raw sequence files were downloaded from the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) for breast, hepatocyte, leukocyte and liver samples. Sample IDs are available in Supplementary file 2. These were mapped to the human genome (hg19) using BISMARK 18 and the methylation state for each read covering the top 100 tDMPs was extracted using custom scripts from the aligned BAM file.
Combining tDMPs into tDMRs
For certain analyses, it was necessary to define regions of differential methylation and, hence, we combined the tDMPs into regions.
We combined 2 or more tDMPs into regions if the tDMPs were within 500 bp of each other and the methylation difference was consistent. If no probes were located within 500 bp of the tDMP then we set a default width to the region if 500 bp centered on the called tDMP.
Sequence complexity
To produce a measure for the sequence complexity of each DMR we calculated the Shannon Entropy using the following equation:
where f x i ð Þ is the frequency of base i within the sequence.
Evolutionary analysis
For each of the regions identified, EPO alignments 19, 20 for 15 mammalian species were retrieved using Ensembl REST API. 21 Alignments that did not include sequences for human, chimpanzee and at least one out-group species were filtered out. For each region with an alignment retained, the first intron of the closest gene was selected as a control region. Intron coordinates were obtained using the BioMart 21 R 23 package. Alignments for these intron sequences were obtained with Ensembl API. 21 Again, only alignments where sequences for human, chimpanzee and at least one out-group species were present in the control region were retained for further analysis. Evolutionary rates were estimated using the baseml program of the PAML package 24 (options: model D REV plus Gamma-distributed rate variation over sites, ncatG D 4). Alignments for regions of interest were concatenated with alignments for the intronic regions and analyzed as site partitions (option Mgene D 1, permitting different substitution dynamics and different evolutionary rates for each lineage and for the regions of interest and introns).
Histone analysis
Histone marks (H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K27ac, H3K36me3, and H3K9me3) for each tissue were downloaded from the Roadmap Epigenomics Project 12 as wig files. These were converted to BigWig using the wigToBigWig program from UCSC. Read counts were calculated for each of the tDMRs using the bigWigSummary program.
Expression analysis
We extracted gene expression data from BioGPS [Human U133A/GNF1H Gene Atlas (GSE1133)] for each of the 4 different tissues blood, liver, kidney and lung. For each of the tDMRs we calculated the nearest TSS and calculated for that gene the logFC of expression between the tissue of interest and the other 3 tissues for each of the 4 sets of tDMRs.
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